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      Open letter to Kent Madin Episode 2 Let’s talk about how you hate yourself, and spread it around, in fact all over the world Mr Madin, Let us resume … In the seven and a half years that you have been relentlessly attacking my hard- earned and solid reputation with your constant lies, and attempting to smear my good character by harassing so many people who know me through great relationships and my public achievements, several questions arise. While you falsely cite having contacted maybe 200 people as part of your original smear campaign, my fact-checking directly with them reveals that you only succeeded in making meaningful contact with a handful of them. And of those, not one person said a bad word about me, much to your disappointment. The rest could see a mile away that you are a creep, or mentally impaired, or both, and simply ignored you. They most certainly did not follow your prompts to visit your sick and defamatory websites. But others who in the course of forensic enquiry have visited this muck have judged you an illiterate, self obsessed idiot. All part of your delusions of grandeur. Your boundless energy spent trying to damage me has been in vain. Except for this, that you have kicked so many ‘own-goals’ that you have severely damaged your family’s otherwise good name. But endless repetition is certainly a hallmark of your behaviour, is it not? Any sane person with a grudge, or in your case, a chip on his shoulder, would have posted some slag-off remarks somewhere and been done with it. But not you, Mr Madin, because you are not sane, are you? Far from it. Your repetitive behaviour, basically a one-note opera, has in my case stretched over 7.5 years. That obsessive behaviour, repeated everywhere, clearly marks you as driven by Aspergers Syndrome. And repetition is exactly what your type of Aspys do, because they have limited intellectual comprehension and are easily addicted to repetitive behaviours. Not only repetitive, but your behaviour also reveals another classic Aspy characteristic, a complete lack of empathy for others, making you appear to some to be an inhuman monster. And another highly revealing Aspey thing is that most (like you) are completely unconscious of their obsessive, repetitive behaviours, and simply don’t realise that everyone can see them for what they are. In your case, you are totally transparent. The FBI and the Police in Montana have read all the evidence, all the reports, all the international calls for your arrest and prosecution, so they know ALL about your colossal weirdness. They think you are a total joke. And just because Police in other international jurisdictions can’t prosecute you as they would like, and because lax Montana laws have not been strong enough to enable local Police to prosecute you, this does not alter one wit the truly abominable reputation you have carved out for yourself as a despicable, low life, sub-human. The question that everyone that you have approached or impacted is this: “What’s wrong with him and why does he do this?” Do you know why you do this? Why you make a laughing stock of yourself? Why you subject yourself to scorn and dismissal? Can you see what is driving you? I doubt that you can, so I’ll help. Maybe if you could see yourself, you might stop. Here’s what everyone can see, Mr Madin. You have a deep self-loathing. You hate yourself, and your family, especially your father and older brother. You were never good enough for your father’s high expectations, were you? And Larry’s success through life, along with his father’s high approval of him, only served to remind you every single day just what a failure you were by comparison. Compared to your parents and your brothers (and their wives) you have amounted to nothing in life. You show up as a nobody, having achieved nothing. Personally, I feel sorry for you, because that’s why you hate your older brother so much. If you could get professional help, your psychologist or therapist would immediately recognise the depth of this hatred by the force with which you displace it onto others. Your attacks on me and Rip and all the others in your international Victim-Suite are clearly you displacing the bile in your system onto others, so you don’t have to feel it so acutely yourself. It’s not rocket science. Concomitant with your classic displacement behaviour is your equally classic self projection. What that means, Mr Madin, as any psychotherapist will explain to you, is that when you feel worthless and self loathing, instead of trying to come to terms with the how and why, you project those feelings onto others. Almost always others who will not (maybe family members or loved ones), or cannot (complete strangers living overseas), retaliate. This is how cowards deal with things, is it not, Mr Madin? The psychotherapist will patiently wait for the key issue to emerge from their patient. In your case, Mr Madin, the one key issue that has been your clarion call, and self-descriptor from the outset, with all your victims, is fraud. You loudly claim that everyone is a fraud. And this constant tells everyone what you really feel about yourself. You feel like a fraud and by accusing everyone else of it, you are patently trying to deflect this. And no wonder you are so exercised by the thought of fraud, when you’re still lying about your fake degree from a non- existent College, and a fanciful tale of a helpful University whom you implicate in further fraud. Isn’t it true, Mr Madin, that you so desperately wanted to impress your parents and try to rehabilitate yourself after several wasted years after High School that you agreed to be sent off to a distant hippy college, and then, just as you almost got that yearned-for degree, it went broke? And to think, as you claim, you had even done a Minor in Buddhism. No sign of that, is there? The parallel emotion that rules you, Mr Madin, is shame. That emotion has been eating away at your soul for most of your adult life. We can easily observe this, Mr Madin, as it is what you try so energetically to dump onto your victims. You set out with one thing clearly in mind: You want them to feel ashamed of themselves. That why you devote so much of your time, just like a 12 year old schoolgirl, ‘telling tales and spreading gossip’ about your victims to anyone with an email address. It’s a sickening thing to observe, especially as it highlights your pre-pubescent female self. You know, just like the young female you so often pretend to be? You want others to feel the shame that you feel inside. Except, Mr Madin, you’ve chosen the wrong people: adult males with significant personal achievements they are rightly proud of – again, totally unlike you. It seems that you just have no luck. You did not inherit the intellect, the self- discipline or the care for others that would get you somewhere in life. So you took to the hills, to follow another person’s dream and have been following, in a minor role (like your Buddhism), ever since. And when she closed the business, you had nothing left, so you turned your long submerged anger onto others, and have been projecting your shame and self-loathing onto them ever since. We all wonder, Mr Madin, just how your family copes with knowing how severely you have trashed your family’s once-respected name by attacking so many scientists and academics, all of whom can now only associate the name Madin with Mad-Man, hater of scientists and academe, government, police and well, just about everyone. Really, there’s not a loving, helpful, respectful, empathetic and decent human bone in your body, is there? Single-handedly, you have made enemies out of total strangers around the world. I would put a guess of at least 300 of them by now. That’s quite an achievement, for an unemployed fixated loner working alone in his basement. In my case, absolutely everyone I deal with, in my various capacities, all know who you are and what you do. I think it fair to say that you are hated, reviled and shunned by hundreds of people, and it’s all down to your obnoxious behaviour. But I suspect knowing this will actually make you smugly happy, because that other side of your very complex persona – the malignant narcissist – loves the attention, at any price. This inhuman part of you thinks he is so very clever at manipulating others, finding their weak points, triggering their reactions. But again, Mr Madin, this delusional, psychotic self only works to ensure that you remain isolated in your grandiosity. So we have your self-loathing, your rock-bottom self-esteem, your failure to amount to anything in your family’s eyes, and your acute awareness of this to the point the weight is too much to bear, so you spend all your days trying to displace it, and project these deeply hateful feelings onto innocent others, all strangers. It’s not much of a life, is it, really? And now you’re old (in spirit, not years), frail and experiencing ill-health and a terminal bad back. All this while, your girlfriend (the US does not recognise your tribal Mongol ‘wedding’), who very wisely did not adopt the Madin surname – she obviously knew the risk – is off having a grand life, being musical, creative and bringing joy to so many people (the exact opposite of you), while you slowly rot away in your ‘dungeon’, glued to your keyboard – you great warrior, you. I can’t see your life lasting an awful lot longer, Mr Madin. A lack of meaning and purpose is taking its toll on you very quickly. If you do nothing, the legacy you leave of hatred towards others will live forever. Perhaps now is a good time to reconsider what you want to be famous for, while also showing some love and respect for your father and family. My suggestion is to try and clean the slate while there is still time. Remove all those websites and maybe even apologise to those you have so profoundly impacted. A letter of apology to them costs nothing, but could just help restore your sense of self worth. Think it over. Remember, you are not invisible and there are an awful lot of people watching. As we continue with the next episode, readers can learn all about your bizarre fake personas, and how you so frequently pose as fictitious younger women. Should be interesting stuff and, Mr Madin, there are no made-up stories here (such as you engage in), only the plain facts, based exclusively on your recorded behaviour. I think we also need to look into why you collect multiple photos of men (me for example) and dedicate so much webspace to them, making your sites look like gay-love shrines. If you are gay, then why not come out and be free? It’s well known that repressed gays are full of self hate. You know, the sheer amount of truly weird and complex behaviour you have recorded over more than a decade of stalking, trolling and harassing is enormous. You have generated loads of material to for others analyse. Given all the unbelievably wretched stories about your stalking and trolling and outright malicious attacks on strangers, many agree that we are looking at a prime time documentary series here. You’ll get to be a star, after all. And don’t forget the studies that will be done on you by psychologists, psychiatrists and academics researching psychopathy and malignant narcissism. Yes, a star, for sure. Until next time … Earle 
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